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PRODUCTS USED ON THIS FLYER 

STROK & COATS:  SC-8 Just Froggy, SC-26 Green Thumb, SC-74 Hot Tamale FOUNDATIONS: FN-001 White GLAZES:  S-

2101 Crystal Clear Brushing, FN-219 Lustre Green UNDERGLAZE: UG-51 China White 
 

HOLLY TREES 

 

4357 Holly Tree 14”T x 12”W, 17” on base 

4358 Holly Tree Plain Oval Base 3”T x 9.75”W 

4359 Holly Tree Holly Oval Base ”T x 9.75”W 

PREPARATION:  Cut out tree as shown and place all holes as desired for lights.  Place all holes in base for electrical. 

 

LIGHT GREEN TREE AND BASE 

 

To greenware or bisque tree and holly on base apply 3 coats of China White underglaze, fire to cone 04.  To tree 

and holly on base apply a medium wash of SC-8 Just Froggy, wipe off most of the glaze with a damp sponge, 

leaving only the wash in the leaf detail and deep areas of the leaves.  Apply a medium thin wash of Green Thumb 

as even as possible over the entire tree and holly on base, wipe off edges of the leaves.  Apply two coats of FN-001 

White to the entire base avoiding the holly and the berries.  Apply three coats of SC-74 Hot Tamale to the berries 

and the base trim.  Apply 2 coats of S-2101 Crystal Clear Brushing to the tree and holly on base.  Clean glaze from all 

clogged or semi clogged holes and fire to cone 06. 

 

DARK GREEN AND RED BASE 

 

To 04 bisque apply 1 coat of FN-001 White followed with 2 heavy coats or three regular coats of FN-219 Luster Green.  

Wipe away glaze from the berries and apply 3 coats of SC-74 Hot Tamale to berries and base.  Clean glaze from all 
clogged or semi clogged holes and fire to cone 06.  Apply gold overglaze to base trim and fire to cone 017. 

 

 

 


